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Hello everyone. Hope you are all safe and sound.

Name: JOWELI TAURA

I am Joweli Taura, working as a teacher in the Ministry of
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What I Acquired Through Pacific-LEADS Program
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boundaries. A great transformation has taken place.

During my study in Japan, I was able to conduct an in-

However, this new teaching breakthrough cannot be
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teachers to improve their classroom deliveries on and so
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Overall, Japan has taught me a lot. The experience in the

where teachers are usually seen as the main player in the

Land of the Rising Sun has been overwhelming. Thanks

learning process. On my return to Fiji, I was able to put

to the tremendous support from JICA, Asia-SEEDS and

these new teaching skills into practice and was

the people of Japan, for this I am truly indebted. On this
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note, I wish all our past Pacific-LEADS participants huge
success in your undertakings and it is my prayer that we
will continue to flourish as agents of change in our
respective communities. And to our active participants,
do make the most of your study and learn as much as you
can during your stay in Japan.

